Modulatory effects of somatosensory electrical stimulation on neural activity of the dorsal cochlear nucleus of hamsters.
The effects of somatosensory electrical stimulation on the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) activity of control and tone-exposed hamsters were investigated. One to three weeks after sound exposure and control treatment, multiunit activity was recorded at the surface of the left DCN before, during, and after electrical stimulation of the basal part of the left pinna. The results demonstrated that sound exposure induced hyperactivity in the DCN. In response to electrical stimulation, neural activity in the DCN of both control and exposed animals manifested four response types: S-S, suppression occurring during and after stimulation; E-S, excitation occurring during stimulation and suppression after; S-E, suppression occurring during stimulation and excitation after; and E-E, excitation occurring during and after stimulation. The results showed that there was a higher incidence of suppressive (up to 70%) than of excitatory responses during and after stimulation in both groups. In addition, there was a significantly higher degree of suppression after, rather than during stimulation. At high levels of electrical current, the degree of the induced suppression was generally higher during and after stimulation in exposed animals than in controls. The similarity of our results to those of previous clinical studies further supports the view that DCN hyperactivity is a direct neural correlate of tinnitus and that somatosensory electrical stimulation can be used to modulate DCN hyperactivity. Optimization of stimulation strategy through activating only certain neural pathways and applying appropriate stimulation parameters may allow somatosensory electrical stimulation to be used as an effective tool for tinnitus suppression.